Chapter I

The Economic Situation Preceding The War

Unparalleled industrial revolution since 1880 - New era of power - Forger in transportation - Opening of new resources - Gains in mechanics and chemistry - New business organization - upheaval in education - Evolution of credit - German growth part of world wide movement - Relative progress of leading nations - Characteristics of German improvement - Causes underlying it - Effect of industrial success on German foreign policy - Direct cause of the war.

1. Even though the immediate causes of the European War may have been dynastic ambition, exaggerated nationalism, and lust for power, the ultimate causes are undoubtedly to be found in economic conditions. However active these immediate influences may have been, they were limited, or guided, sometimes unconsciously, by the underlying economic forces. In the period since 1880, commercial rivalries have not been so much struggles for actual existence as they have been races against others for the foremost place in an unparalleled industrial development going on in many countries. It was the period of a worldwide industrial renaissance, without doubt the
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The conquest of man over nature nothing has been more striking during this period than the rise of a new era of power. The manufacture of power has created a new epoch, "no change has ever equaled those through which the world is now passing" 

Wherever and when needed, man can now manufacture practically unlimited power which relieves him of human labor, no longer are we limited to the back of a river or waterfalls as a site for a factory; nor are we dependent on the power of horses or animals; nor on the uncertain power of the wind.

Although the steam engine was developed in the 1860s, the manufacture of power by steam has come to fruition in the present epoch. Electricity has been used not only as a new source of power, but as a conqueror of power to distant places. An enormous amount of power can be concentrated where it could not before be had, and this inanimate power relieves animal and human labor, while the mind of man is released to designing methods and tools for applying power. Man has been thereby promoted from physical to mental and directing tasks. We are in this present living in the midst of changes such as were never realized in the history of the world.

The introduction of the gas engine into the service of every day tasks in the home, on the farm, and in the automobile; the harnessing of waterfalls to produce energy and power, are practical illustrations of what has come to our aid in the production of our satisfactions.
Having before us the facts of Germany's re-
markable and rapid industrial development, the
coincidence of the organization of the Empire with
the beginning of the greatest industrial revolution in
history, and the general and special causes at work
to produce this advance, we are obliged to study their
influence on the direct causes of the war.

One patent fact stands out above all others:

In the teeth of competition with the richest, most ex-
perienced commercial countries, with those longest
entrenched in successful trade, Germany, in the Three
decades before the war, made greater strides in pro-
duction and commerce than any other modern nation.

If so, why was she not content? If she really be-
drew England to be decadent, to be rotting in gross
materialism; if France had lost her fibre and was
given over to political degeneracy,—then why not let
them go on in their fatuous course, deaf to all ef-
forts, while she was rising every day to new
commercial victories, even in French and British mar-
kets, in spite of clear warnings and explicit
accounts of the methods by which Germans were suc-
cessfully absorbing the world's markets. French man-
ufacturers and exporters refused to wake up. Why
not let them remain asleep, while reaping the tri-
umphs of lawful industry?
As Germany wished the entry of her ships into all the ports of the world, the very facts of her advance in foreign trade and tonnage show beyond the shadow of a doubt that she achieved that end in times of peace. The "freedom of the seas" was hers in fact and in deed, without owning the ports into which she sailed on equal terms with Noregians, Italians, or British. She has no summons to war to gain what she already possessed. She has succeeded in a most remarkable commercial competition by reason of the national qualities of energy, foresight, persistence, efficiency and a genius for organization. Her government, moreover, took on paternalistic powers, assuming direct oversight over the physical, moral and intellectual effectiveness of the individual, and German society under autocratic direction acquainted. There resulted the greatest example of State socialism or management of industry and the arts of industrial making by the State, or headed by an absolute government of the personal Kaiser in which the proletariat had no voice. It was a government by autocratic experts, whose high efficiency presented a telling argument in favor of absolutism under which it flourished, and thus formed a strong bulwark for the reigning dynasty in an age in which the demand of the proletariat for an increasing share in the government was steadily advancing. The weakness of the government of France stood out in bold contrast to the forceful absolutism of Germany. Then, why did Germany not sit well enough alone?
In truth, we are forced to find some other cause for the war than the chance for industrial development. Without doubt, it was the exceptional growth of industrial power and efficiency which led, and gave opportunity for, a colossal national ambition. Since the Franco-Prussian War of 1870, one would be indeed blind not to see in Germany and most everywhere of a "swelled head", if a "feverish megalomania", with the new wealth there came extravagance and the reckless enjoyment of riches by the government, unwonted to the requirements of life. The increased national production gave the means for spending more funds on the army and district navy. Militarism had no direct influence in Germany. But a national dignity of almost too high a degree was created, and a national spirit of self-respect, so that the idea of national independence and strength was mastered and understood by all classes in the country.

When they demand the "freedom of the seas" they mean such control of the seas by a German navy that, in time of war, no other country can stop her commercial marine from sailing the seas, or naval power of any other allied countries. A navy was but a means to
The area thus led inevitably to face Russia and Southeastern Europe. The geographical position of Germany precluded much progress to the north, or west; her hope lay to the southeast through Austria-Hungary, the Balkan States, Constantinople, Turkey in Asia, Mesopotamia and the Persian Gulf. The colossal dream of Mittle-Europa gives the key to her Russian policy. Of Russia were allowed to build up friendly Balkan States, strong then Serbia, hand-in-hand Austria-Hungary, and throw her huge bridge across the way to the Persian Gulf by attaining Constantinople, Germany's ambition was destroyed. The Sarajevo assassination was only a lucky pretext for action, intended for the year before. German diplomacy emphasized the desire to "localize" the conflict between Austria-Hungary and Serbia; always provided the German purpose through Austria-Hungary. To prevent Russian domination in the Balkans was accomplished. When Russian mobilization began, it was directed against Austria-Hungary. In reality, it was a move against the dream of Mittle-Europa. When Germany made Austria-Hungary's cause her own, and demanded the demobilization of Russia, the real issue was joined, and the struggle transferred from Serbia to Russia with a General European War to decide the power of Germany to rule Europe, and thereafter the world. If Germany conquered, Great Britain would be taken in hand separately; so she was forced to join the allies. If the Allies
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